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Applying these principles, the colonies, if compelled still to go on separately, will greatly help
one another by each issuing these proposed 3-per-cents in exactly the same form—especially the
same term of currency and the same interest-dates. The issues should all be inscribed, and, if
possible, all in the same way.

I attach" great importance even to this seemingly slight approach towards intercolonial federa-
tion. It will certainly promote the latter, and no doubt the Homo public will so view it; while
each stock-is made more marketable, as part, more or less nearly, of a great total. The Home
investor would, in fact, accept such first step as indicative of intended after-completion, when the
stocks now separate could be easily transformed into one joint and several or federal security.
Indeed, I estimate that this step alone would add from 2 to 5 per cent, to the issue-price
realised, all the colonies benefiting, although the weaker or smaller more, no doubt, than the
stronger.

With regard to terms of currency, I am decidedly of opinion that the time has come for
irredeemable stocks. This preference in regard to colonial stocks on the part of investors has been
immensely strengthened of late by Mr. Goschen's prospective early abolition of British 3-per-cents.
The great approaching void which investors already feel and are preparing for affords a special
opening for this proposed colonial 3-per-cent. stock, and these colonies should not delay to fill it up,
as otherwise not merely other colonies, like Canada, but sundry foreign rivals may but too
promptly precede them. The great multiplication of trusts decidedly weighs in favour of the
irredeemable, as they can always sell in the market when that suits them, but do not like com-
pulsory repayment.

I therefore conclude for an irredeemable stock. Perhaps we are not to expect that money, for
many years hence, at least, can be lower to the colonies than 3 per cent. However, as some may
expect otherwise, seeing how steadily money falls in its rate in taking long intervals, I think that
each colony might, without damaging its loan prospects, reserve to itself an option to pay off after
some considerable interval. There might be fifty or a hundred years, with six months' notice, the
loan to go on failing notice.

But I prefer not to be too positive as to the irredeemable, especially as the present strong bias
for it is only of late years. I therefore advise that, while powers are taken for either course, the
point be referred to the Agents-General in London and the competent banking agents there
employed.

There are two great advantages to the colonies in passing, as proposed, into 3-per-cents :
first, the relatively much higher price to be got for the newstock; and, second, the substantial
profit that may be made by the conversion, on fair terms to both sides, of all the great mass of
outstanding higher-interest-bearing stocks. These now amount in all to £150,000,000. It is
impossible, of course, to secure for the colonies the whole, or even nearly the whole, of the great
rise in value which these outstandings would acquire by the complete cessation of their further
issue, together with the successful issue at a relatively very high price of a consolidated3-per-cent.
as the stock of Australasia's future, but I estimate that it would not be less than an average of 5
per cent.

Let us now pass from theory to action. The usual and, indeed, speaking generally, the best
way to bring out a lower-interest stock, where a conversion of the higher-interest outstandings is
also in view, is to issue some substantial amount of the proposed stock as a marketable basis, and
then to open the conversion. The only colony immediately requiring a loan so as to effect this
beginning is Tasmania, and for only £1,000,000. If Tasmania could wait for a secondcolony, such
as Victoria, which may require, perhaps, a million and a half or two millions ere very long, a more
effective beginning of the grand future stock would be made—more noticeable to the public eye, and
with more promise about it of the future federation. Tasmania, in such company, would thus get,
probably, 91, instead of 89, while Victoria, not altogether unhelped by smaller Tasmania, might
get 93.

These are initiatory values, and rather lower than to be afterwards looked for. New South
Wales, as Mr. Burns remarked, would not likely require a further loan for some long interval.
She might, however, see her opportunity to offer earlier a conversion of her very large outstandings
as the alternative to waiting till her next loan. In the first case she would likely buy up the out-
standings cheaper; in the latter case she might have to pay higher for them, but, on the other
hand, would get a higher price for the new issue.

Lastly, I do not doubt that ere a very few years after the first emissions this stock, if to be
that of the Australasian future, willrise to that coveted status, par.

S.s. " Zealandia," to Auckland, at sea, 7th September, 1888. W. Westgaeth.
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Mr. W, Westgabth to the Hon. the Pjremieb.

Deak Sic Haeby Atkinson,— Wellington, 17th September, 1888.
With reference to the paper I lately drew up for the Treasurer of New South Wales

(of which youreceived a copy), explaining the great—indeed, enormous—advantage of consolidat-
ing all the loan-issues of tftese colonies into one great and uniform stock, I would now go a
step further in the practical direction of estimating the price or value of the colonial stocks as
they approach towards the goal I have indicated.

The question I have based -upon is the substitution of a 3-per-cent. stock for the present 4-per-
cents and 3J-per-cents, so as to take due advantage of the great opening which Mr. Goschen's late
operation in substituting 2f-per-cents for 3-per-cents in the Imperial funds has left for these colonies.
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